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HOW DOES OZOKLENZ BENEFIT MY CLIENT?

ENVIRONMENTAL

Ozoklenz’s chemical-free solution is a valuable asset for customers seeking to enhance 
their Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) performance. 
From an environmental standpoint, the use of Ozoklenz eliminates the reliance on harmful 
chemicals, mitigating the ecological impact associated with traditional processes. Ozoklenz 
reduces between 70 - 100% of chemicals. This chemical reduction usage helps clients align 
their principles of environmental stewardship and responsible resource management. 

Ozoklenz offers a significant environmental benefit by revolutionising traditional cleaning 
practices and minimizing the ecological impact associated with chemical-based solutions. 

Ozone, naturally converting to oxygen upon contact with organics, ensures Ozoklenz’s 
cleaning leaves no harmful residues, safeguarding the environment and supporting 
businesses in reducing their carbon footprint. This aligns with the UK’s 2050 carbon 
neutrality goal, positioning Ozoklenz as a green cleaning solution that champions both 
cleanliness and sustainability.
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Ozoklenz is key for responsible governance, enhancing a company’s ESG profile 
by reducing environmental harm through chemical-free processes. It supports risk 
management and compliance, safeguarding employee and community health. Additionally, 
its cost-effectiveness promotes financial stability. Incorporating Ozoklenz into governance 
strategies signals a dedication to sustainable, responsible business, establishing the 
company as a leader in innovative, eco-friendly, and socially responsible practices.

Ozoklenz replaces harmful cleaning chemicals with a safer, eco-friendly alternative, 
enhancing workplace safety and meeting eco-conscious expectations. It signals a 
company’s commitment to environmental responsibility and social welfare, positively 
impacting public perception and community health, as well as the physical benefits 
experienced by all using the facilities. Essentially, Ozoklenz supports a more responsible 
and sustainable business approach.
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We recently helped one client prevent a 
minimum of 20kg of packaging waste as 
a direct result of the reduced quantities 
of cleaning chemicals being ordered. 

CASE STUDY:
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Ozoklenz harnesses nano-bubble technology for a superior, eco-friendly clean. Unlike 
traditional methods using larger bubbles that miss finer contaminants, nano-bubbles 
penetrate smaller gaps, effectively reducing surface bacteria and viruses. These tiny, 
neutrally buoyant bubbles stay suspended in the solution, ensuring the ozone they carry 
is evenly distributed and more effectively attaches to and removes dirt, offering a more 
thorough clean even on uneven surfaces.

The COVID-19 pandemic increased demand and costs for resources, particularly chemicals. 
Ozoklenz offers a strategic, sustainable, and cost-effective solution to these challenges. It 
provides a chemical-free alternative, reducing financial burdens and ensuring predictable 
budgets. Amid market volatility from ongoing global crises, Ozoklenz supports stability, 
efficiency, and financial prudence, securing budget planning for the future.

For every Ozoklenz Unit purchased 10 trees are planted.

For every Ozoklenz unit installed catering and cleaning consumables are donated to 
designated charities.

For an average size building in London Ozoklenz eliminates the need of 500 plastic 
bottles every year. This equates to 1/3 of a ton of plastic.

On average Ozoklenz means 24 less deliveries per year. On an average delivery run 
into London this equates to 0.5T of carbon emissions eliminated every year. That’s the 
average emissions of one passenger on a flight to Spain and back. 

Additional space in cleaning cupboards for other products – reducing the need of 
regular deliveries for wash room and janitorial consumables too.

No risk to employees – no COSHH data required and no chemical awareness training 
needed. This also results in a reduction in paper, yet another environmental benefit.

OZOKLENZ CAN HELP YOUR CLIENT BENEFIT 
FROM THE FOLLOWING:

CLIENT FORESTS
The Ozoklenz Team are extremely passionate about sustainability and maintaining 
environmental standards within everything we do. That is why we are introducing our new 
initiative, Client Forests. As a company, we will enable you to plant an entire forest, in which 
you will receive consistant updates and tracking as to the welfare of the forest and the 
surrounding areas. For every unit purchased, we will plant 10 trees, growing your forest.



READY FOR MORE? GET IN TOUCH!
One of our favourite things to do is visit 
potential new clients and demonstrate our 
powerful, planet-friendly cleaning solution. 
We’re always on hand to help and chat, too.

Email: hello@ozoklenz.com
Phone: 01494 793 414
Web: www.ozoklenz.com
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For each Ozoklenz unit purchased, we 
will plant 10 trees. This is equivalent to 
7.5 tonnes of CO2 removed from the 
atmosphere over the trees lifespan.

ECO1 DETAILS:
Name:

Flow Rate:

Concentration:

Ozoklenz ECO1

11 Litres per Minute

1.5 PPM of Ozone 
in solution

ECO2 DETAILS:
Name:

Flow Rate:

Concentration:

Ozoklenz ECO2

4-5 Litres per Minute

1.5 PPM of Ozone in 
solution


